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**WB Library Board Wants its own Attorney?**

The West Bend Library Board has scheduled an emergency meeting tonight, apparently to discuss hiring their own attorney to represent them, instead of the city attorney.

This is a bad, bad, bad idea.

[Boots and Sabers has posted](https://www.bootssabers.com/2009/06/west-bend-library-board-wants-its-own-attorney/) a response letter from the current city attorney, Mary Schanning, pointing out the numerous problems with this idea, not the least of which that the library is, in fact, a city agency that must be represented by the city attorney in any legal matters. She also points out that there's no avoiding the state's open records laws, which appears to be a motivating factor in seeking different representation.

Perhaps the board just wants to get a second opinion on some of Schanning's legal advice? That might be reasonable, depending on how much it would cost. But if they're truly looking to replace Schanning, that's a bad idea.

The open records laws exist for a reason, and the library board must respect them. And until Wisconsin passes a law allowing libraries to become independent entities, they must accept representation from the local city attorneys.

And while we're at it: why [hasn't the library board posted any minutes](https://www.bootssabers.com/2009/06/west-bend-library-board-wants-its-own-attorney/) from their meetings since January 6? C'mon, folks....

// Tonight, [the board voted to enlist](https://www.bootssabers.com/2009/06/west-bend-library-board-wants-its-own-attorney/) the services of Robert Feind, esq. Guess we'll see where this leads....